
A NOTE ON UNCONDITIONAL BASES

J. R. RETHERFORD1

1. Definitions and remarks. A sequence of nontrivial subspaces

{M i} of a Banach space X is a basis of subspaces for X if and only if

for every x(EX, x can be uniquely written

00

(1.1) x = 23 Xi,       Xi £ Mi.
i

If {Mi} is a basis of subspaces for X, then the linear operators de-

fined by Ei(x)=Xi, where x= 23™ xit x¿£Af„ form a sequence of

orthogonal projections (E{ = E2; £¿£y = 0, i^j). If i?(£¿) denotes the

range of £,-, then clearly i?(£¿) = M, and each x£X can be expressed

00

(1.2) x=YlEi(x).
i

If the convergence in (1.2) is unconditional, we say that {R(E{)} is

an unconditional basis of subspaces for X. If Ei is continuous for each

i, we say the basis is a Schauder basis of subspaces.

Indeed, if {x,} is a basis (of vectors) for X and {/¿} the sequence of

biorthogonal coefficient functionals, then the one-dimensional sub-

spaces spanned by x¿, i= 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , form a basis of subspaces for X

and the induced projections, Ei(x) =/¿(x)x¡, are necessarily continu-

ous.

We assume throughout this note that {Ei} is a sequence of con-

tinuous orthogonal projections and that X= [U^i R(E¡)], the linear

closure of Ujl i R(E,). Thus all bases will be Schauder and in particu-

lar we will confine our attention to the unconditional Schauder bases

of subspaces (u-bases) for X.

If S denotes the collection of all finite subsets of the positive

integers w, directed by inclusion, let

i/o = \x: lim  2^ Ei(x) = x> ,    Vi=  <x: sup    23 B{(x)    < oo > ,
v      o-eS   ¿eo- i \      o-eS     »ei /

=  <x: lim    23 £<(*)   = °°}  and i/3 = X\tfi.

It is clear that {R(E,)} is a u-basis if and only if X= i/o- It is also

clear that U0C.U1, U2ÇZUz and U0 is everywhere dense in X.
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The theories of ordered and unconditional bases are, generally

speaking, parallel. The purpose of this paper is to show that {R(E()}

is a u-basis if and only if ¿72= ¿73 (the analogous result is known [6,

Theorem 3, p. 1067] in the one-dimensional ordered case) and to

show (contrary to the analogous statement for the ordered case [3,

Theorem 3, p. 288]) that Z70 can indeed equal Ui without {i?(£,)}

being a u-basis.

The author would like to thank the referee for his comments. In

particular, the original proof of the theorem of §2 has been consider-

ably simplified by the referee.

2. The condition ¿72= U3. From [4, Theorem 6, p. 752] it follows

that {R(Ei)} is a u-basis if and only if

(2.1) X=Ui,

and, if and only if

(2.2) there is a k^ 1 such that

X)*.á K JLxi

whenever cr'ES, îtÇ<t' and x¿E-rv(E,-) for each ¿Eo".

Theorem. {R(Eí) } is a u-basis for X if and only if i/2= Uz.

Proof. Clearly X = ¡7i if and only if Z7,= U3= 0. Thus by (2.1) if
{R(Ei)} is a u-basis, ¿72= U$=0. Conversely, suppose Xt^Ui and

thus Uz9i0. Let r(») = {x: suples || ^,ej£¿(x)|| gw}. Then Ui

= U"_i T(n) and each Tin) is closed. If some T(n) were somewhere

dense, then (2.2) would be satisfied and U% = 0. Thus U3 is of the

second category. Also, if F(a) = {x: || 2"2<e«r' -E»W|| = ||x|l +1 ^ 0"C:<r'},
then F(o-) is closed. Since i/o is everywhere dense, F(v) is nowhere

dense, and since U^QÜces F{o), U2 is of the first category.

3. The condition U0=UX. V. I. Gurarii [S, Theorem 5, p. 1029]

has shown that in every infinite-dimensional Banach space there is

an infinite-dimensional subspace with a conditional basis of vectors

(i.e., a basis which is not unconditional). Let X be a weakly complete

Banach space and let F be a subspace of X with a conditional basis

{x„} ; let {£,-} be the induced sequence of projections. Y is weakly

complete and it follows from [2, 4b, p. 60] and a well-known theorem

of Orlicz (if Y is weakly complete every weakly unconditionally

convergent series is unconditionally convergent) that U0 = Ui. Clearly

{R(Ei)} is not a u-basis for F.
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